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My name is                   . People say that I have  
a problem with personal space. I don’t think I do. I am a space expert!!!!
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A few days ago, I wanted to show Betty Jean how gravity worked, so I jumped off a chair and 
did a “lunar landing” on the quiet rug. While I was in the air, Richard got in my way. 
I “lunar landed” on Richard’s leg.
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My teacher used her                   voice:

“Louis!” she said. “You are having problems with your personal space!”
“Why would she say that to me?” I thought. I am a space expert!!!!! 
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The other day on the  
playground, I was showing  
Rusty how comets  
sometimes smash right  
into satellites.

I was the comet. 

Rusty was the satellite. 
When we smashed, the  
playground teacher used her 
                 voice.
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